Terms of Reference
Consultancy Services on Mid-Term Review of the National Strategic Development Plan (NSDP) 20192023: Inclusive Participation and Strategic Priorities Response within the Context of Covid-19 Pandemic
1. Project Information
Assignment Title

Mid-Term Review of the National Strategic Development Plan (NSDP)
2019-2023: Inclusive Participation and Strategic Priorities Response
within the Context of Covid-19 Pandemic

Thematic Focus

NSDP 2019-2023, CSDGs, Sectoral National Policies, etc.

Report to

The Cooperation Committee for Cambodia
The NGO Forum on Cambodia

Assignment Duration

July – October 2021

2. Rationale
Cambodia’s development visions for a progressive, inclusive, and sustainable society. “Leaving No One
Behind” is a key principle to enhance people’s welfare and strengthen national solidarity. Peace, stability and
inclusive and equitable growth are the cornerstones to address socio-economic inequality for national
development and economic opportunities. The Government has initiated an ambitious development plan to
transform Cambodia to be a high-income country by 2050.
Cambodia has a blueprint to guide activities to step up development aiming to become an upper-middleincome country by 2030. The Rectangular Strategy – Phase 4 is the key political agenda of the government
of the 6th Legislature of the National Assembly. The National Strategic Development Plan (NSDP) 2019 – 2023
has been formulated for implementing of the Rectangular Strategy under the leadership of the Ministry of
Planning (MoP), and the collaboration of all development actors. The NSDP identified priorities, indicators
and timeframe, and monitoring tools to ensure efficiency and effectiveness of the public institutions and
managements of resources which contribute to the achieving sustainable development in Cambodia.
The Mid-Term Review have been launched to monitor and evaluate the implementation of the NSDP,
especially during the Covid-19 pandemic. It is the process of reviewing successes, challenges and lessons
learned on achieving the national development to provide useful and quality information for decision-making
and accountability purposes.

3. The Mid-Term Review of the National Strategic Development Plan 2019-2023

In 2021, under leadership and coordination functions of the Ministry of Planning (MoP), the Government of
Cambodia will do the mid-term review of NSDP based on the impact of Covid-19 pandemic. Main NSDP
targets address growth, employment, equity and efficiency to build foundation toward realizing the
Cambodia Vision 2050. It is to promote and review the implementation of NSDP through political leadership,
guidance and recommendations on major programs contributing directly to the strategic orientations of the
NSDP, and progress made toward NSDP targets and the achievement of Cambodian Sustainable
Development Goals (CSDGs) targets and indicators.
Multi-stakeholder partnership is significant approach to ensure openness, transparency and inclusiveness in
the mid-term review of the NSDP. The approach typically brings together actors from government,
development partners, private sector, and civil society in constructive collaboration toward achievement of
the national development plan. The government takes bold steps, including establishing capacities and
mechanism, to civic space and enabling environment to enable everyone to engage in the partnership.

4. Civil Society and the Mid-Term Review of the National Strategic Development Plan 2019 - 2023
Civil society organizations are active in holding policy-makers to account for the commitments they have
made in an open, transparent and inclusive manner in monitoring and evaluation process. Civil society
organizations expressed their desire to proactively engage in the whole process during the Virtual
Consultative Workshop on the Mid-Term Review of NSDP 2019 -2023 jointly organized by CCC & NGOF. CCC
& NGOF will coordinate membership-based NGOs and networks to submitted their inputs and
recommendations reflecting NSDP implementation to Ministry of Planning, other line ministries, institutions,
and the United Nations agencies in Cambodia.
Civil society holds some spaces to work in partnership with the government and other stakeholders related
to NSDP & CSDGs, specifically through the national Technical Working Group (TWGs) mechanisms. Two key
umbrella NGOs, including the Cooperation Committee for Cambodia (CCC) and the NGO Forum on Cambodia
(NGOF), are the two NGO members of the TWG. Key working group (WG) coordinated by CCC & NGOF are
the 8 WGs (Land and Housing Right Network - LAHRiN including IP, Forest (Governance) Network - including
IP, Water (Governance/security) Network (including RCC and Marine WG), Agriculture and Water Network
(AWG and Private sector Engagement WG), NECA (Climate Change and Green Growth), Budget-BWG,
Strategic Development-DWG, Social Protection-SWG, the LANGO WG, Taxation WG, and others which play
important role in developing key development agenda for the country, including the NSDP and CSDGs.
When civil society in included, everyone benefits. Civil society organization plays a significant role in reflecting
the progress and achievement as well as challenges of NSDP implementation through the Mid-Term Review
2021 in Cambodia. The civil society has crucial roles, especially during the pandemic, to ensure inclusive
engagement and partnership with other development actors to uphold civic space and enabling environment
by ensuring openness, transparency, and inclusiveness in the Mid-Term review process of NSDP.
In the spirit of the collective agreement on ‘Leave no one behind’, civil society organization should closely
engage with the government and other stakeholders in the review process and feedback mechanism. In this
regard, in order to bring the voice of civil society in Cambodia, the Cooperation Committee for Cambodia
(CCC) and the NGO Forum on Cambodia (NGOF) establish a joint initiative to inclusive participation in the
Mid-Term Review of NSDP in 2021.

5. Objectives: Joint Initiative to Inclusive Participation and Strategic Priority Responses in the Mid-Term
Review of NSDP in 2021
The objectives are the following:
-

-

To assess and identify key achievement and challenges of sectoral-based against indicators and cost
& benefit analysis (effectiveness and efficiency): Transparency & Accountability from civil society
organization in Cambodia in the mid-term review on the NSDP implementation in the Cambodia; and
To finalize a consolidated CSOs input through facilitating other leading sectoral civil society
organizations to share their findings on the thematic indicators, target actions, sectors, and
challenges in order to adopt a CSOs strategic priority and collective response for further
implementation of NSDP in Cambodia based on impact of Covid-19 pandemic.

6. Expected Outcomes
The following outcomes are expected upon the completion of the initiative:
1. Collective inputs on reviewing matrix outlining the sector, goals, target actions, key challenges,
monitored progress against indicators and recommendation on NSDP implementation through technical
discussion, consultation process, validation workshop among CSOs, the government, and development
partners (English & Khmer).
2. A CSOs strategic priorities, collectively response, and solidarity to broadly advocate through their
inputs and recommendation contributed to future implementation of the NSDP 2019-2023.
3. Policy briefing on the CSOs, DPs, Government’ strategic priority and collectively response on the next
half NSDP 2019-2023 implementation (English & Khmer).

7. Methodology








Interested consultants are suggested to submit key research methodology that could accurately
generate appropriate findings and analyses on sector, goals, target actions, key challenges and lead
to feasible recommendations on NSDP implementation.
The consultant could develop the research outline and potential areas for analyse in relevant to the
research objectives, and lead to generate an appropriate advocacy tool for civil society organization
on CSOs strategic priorities and advocacy.
Make group discussion and/or survey/in-depth interview with relevant stakeholders from civil
society organizations to explore the development & challenges of NSDP implementation, especially
base on the impact of Covid-19 pandemic in Cambodia.
The consultant/team will be arranged to have a meeting with CSO leaders, government institution
and development partners through technical discussion, consultation process and validation
workshop at both national and sub-national level to design a CSOs strategic priorities, policy briefing,
collectively response, and solidarity to broadly advocate through their inputs and recommendation
contributed to future implementation of the NSDP 2019-2023.

8. Timelines and Deliverable Outputs: Joint Research on Mid-Term Review of the NSDP 2019-2023
This assignment will be completed within three-month period (Mid-July, August, October 2021). The exact
work plan will be developed jointly by selected consultants and some logistical arrangement will be
supported by the Cooperation Committee for Cambodia (CCC) and the NGO Forum on Cambodia.
No.

Key Activities

Details Activities

Responsible

1.

Virtual Consultation
Workshop on MidTerm Review of NSDP
2019 -2023 based on
Impact of Covid-19
Pandemic
in
Cambodia.

2.

Joint Research on Joint research on Mid-Term Review NGOF & CCC
Mid-Term Review of of the NSDP 2019-2023 on the
the NSDP 2019-2023 following details:

Venue &
Date

First CSO leaders discussed on key NGOF & CCC & Virtual on
activities, roles and responsibilities Apr. 20 sectoral May 20, 21
among sector-based NGOs/CSOs NGOs
including matrix & resources
mobilization

3rd Week of
June

1. Monitor the relative performance
of major programs and sectors
contributing directly to the strategic
implementation of NSDP;
2. Monitor major final outcome and
impact indicators;
3. Evaluate the relative performance
and result of the finding;
4.
Report
and
disseminate
monitoring
and
evaluation
information to the relevant target
groups in an appropriate way; and
5. Co-participation on recruitment,
management, sectoral coordination
to evaluation.
*Note: Term of Reference will be
discussed in details, and will be
placed in separate papers.
2.

Joint Consultation –
Discussion,
Workshop, Validation
Process on Engaging
CSOs
and
other

a. Identify and review the framework Consultant,
5 Days
of Cambodia’s national planning NGOF & CCC &
(Consultant
including
sectoral
national Sectoral NGOs
and NGOF &
development
plans,
CSDGs
CCC Office)
framework 2016-2030, Cambodia

relevant stakeholders
in the review process
at both national and
sub-national level

Vision 2050, Cambodia commitment
to global development, Joint
Monitoring Indicators (JMIs), the
NSDP 2019-2023 & NSDP 2019
Progress Report.

b. Second CSO leaders discussion on
updating the Mid-term NSDP
reviewing progress and CSO
Coordinate CSOs to proposed contents on NSDP 2019reflect their inputs 2023
and recommendation c. Produce the first draft of collective
on the progress and inputs on reviewing matrix outlining
challenges on the the sector, goals, target actions, key
NSDP
challenges, monitored progress
implementation
against
indicators
and
through
technical recommendation
on
NSDP
discussion,
implementation (Khmer version) –
consultation process, key finding results from desk review.
validation workshop
among their fellow d. Facilitate first sub-national
CSOs,
the consultation workshops to present
government,
and the review matrix and facilitate for
CSO inputs on the priority key focus
development
for next half NSDP 2019-2023.
partners.
-

Mid-July
2021

Consultant,

1 Day

NGOF, CCC & Apr.
20 Sectoral NGOs
Late-July
representative
2021
Consultant,

3 Days

NGOF, CCC & Apr.
20 Sectoral NGOs
(Consultant
representative
Office, 1730
July
2021)

Consultant,

2 Days

NGOF, CCC & Apr.
100
NGOs
(Siem Reap,
representative
3rd Week of
August,
2021)

Note: Participants from Siem Reap,
Kampong Thom, Preah Vihear,
Ratanakiri, Mondolkiri, Kampong
Cham,
Tbong
Kmom,
Odor
Meanchey, Pusat, Kratie, Banteay
Meanchey, Battambang, Pailin,
Stung Treng, and Kampong Chhnang.
e. Facilitate first sub-national
consultation workshops to present
the review matrix and facilitate for
CSO inputs on the priority key focus
for next half NSDP 2019-2023.

Consultant,

2 Days

NGOF, CCC & Apr.
50
NGOs
(Kampot 4th
representative
Week
of
August
Note: Participants from Prey Veng,
2021)
Svay Rieng, Takeo, Preah Sihanouk,
Kampot, Kampong Speu, KoH Kong,
and Kep.

3.

4.

f. Facilitate first dialogue sectoral TWGs, LMs, Las
TWGs/LMs/LAs
meeting
to and
CSOs
presentation the mid-term review of representatives
NSDP 2019 – 2023 and first draft
sectoral strategic priorities.

2 Days

g. Facilitate national consultation Apr. 100 NGOs
workshops to update the progress of representatives
CSO review and inputs and facilitate
final CSO inputs on the priority key
focus for next half NSDP 2019-2023.

2 Days

h. Facilitate second dialogue sectoral TWGs, LMs, Las
TWGs/LMs/LAs and four central line and
CSOs
agency meeting to presentation the representatives
review of NSDP 2019-2023 and first
draft sectoral strategic priorities of
the next half NSDP 2019-2023.

3 Days

A CSOs strategic
priorities, collectively
response,
and
solidarity to broadly
advocate
through
their inputs and
recommendation
contributed to future
implementation of
the NSDP 2019-2023.
(English & Khmer)

Produce the final CSOs strategic Consultant
priorities, collectively response, and
solidarity contributed to future
implementation of the NSDP &
printing.

7 Days

Policy briefing on the
CSOs
strategic
priority
and
collectively response
on the next half NSDP
2019-2023
implementation
(English & Khmer).

Produce a policy briefing on the CSOs Consultant
strategic priority and collective
response on the next half NSDP
2019-2023
implementation
&
printing.

3 Days

Total Working Days:

(Phnom
Penh, midSeptember,
2021)

(Phnom
Penh, midSeptember,
2021)

(Phnom
Penh, late
September,
2021)

(Consultant
Office, 4th
week
of
September
2021)

(Consultant
Office, 1620 October
2021)

30 Days

9. Qualification of Consultant
 Advanced education background in fields related to, agriculture, policy development, economics
public policy, etc.












At least five years’ experience in policy research study, civil society engagement, and development
of advocacy products
A sound understanding of Environmental, Social, and Governance framework
Good analytical skills
Good understanding of the development context in Cambodia;
Ability to translate raw data into effective and engaging data visualizations and infographics
Experience of proof reading and policy brief writing
Excellent oral and written communication in English, including a demonstrated ability to translate
complex, technical information into clear, non-technical language that is accessible to a broader
audience.
A sound working knowledge and experience with various stakeholders in the country including the
associated national and regional coordinating mechanisms on climate change and development
cooperation;
Demonstrated experience in undertaking similar case studies and reviews in the region, preferably
in Cambodia and
Strong research, facilitation and interviewing skills, preferable experience in conducting civil society
consulting and policy makers’ processes.

10. Application Process
Interested candidates should submit Expression of Interest (EOI) and Proposal including estimated
budget to both the Cooperation Committee of Cambodia (CCC) and the NGO Forum on Cambodia
by June 30, 2021 to: recruitment@ccc-cambodia.org or job@ngoforum.org.kh As also mentioned
above, the EOI should include: proposed clear research methodology; budget; proposed key sources
for collecting information, detailed timeframe; and demonstrate how the applicant addresses the
selection criteria. Applicants should also include a copy of their CV or team members’ CVs.
The consultant (team) are requested to submit the Expression of Interest which highlights the
qualifications, experiences, and suitability of the team to the assignment. Within that EoI, the
Consultant/team will need to propose the best appropriate methodology that could achieve
objective of this assignment. Please also indicate your time availability to start the assignment in
Mid-July and to accomplish the research at October 2021.

